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             A UNIC coffee experience powered

                A UNIC coffee experience powered

                By traditional and automatic espresso machines
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        Everything you need to know to select the right coffee machine for you

    


    
        The art of

choosing

the perfect coffee

machine
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                From small bean to big cup: the UNIC journey

                
                    UNIC’s story begins in 1919, when Italian engineer Mario Levi designed his first coffee machine, the Idrotermica, in Torino. In 1928, he created the UNIC brand and set up a production plant in Nice. For a whole century, UNIC was a family-run coffee machine company, designing and manufacturing espresso machines that came to be known for their reliability and state-of-the-art technology. In 2019, UNIC joined the Electrolux Professional group to enhance its offer and provide quality, experience and comprehensive technology in coffee equipment for the hospitality sector. To this day, UNIC’s entire manufacturing process is performed in France, where innovation and expertise meet style and the famous French flair. The company remains driven by a passion for excellence and a commitment to delivering a perfectly brewed cup of coffee time after time.                

                

            

        

        
        
            
 

            
                A UNIC coffee experience

                
                    UNIC’s exceptional offer lies in our unique alliance of more than a century of expertise, a commitment to quality, and an unending quest for innovation.

Our espresso engineers constantly strive to achieve our two strategic goals: leveraging cutting-edge technology and perfecting extraction quality. Unique in coffee, we have developed from producing traditional machines to pioneering work in super automatic machines. Our mission has always been to fulfill our customers’ and consumers’ desires for the best quality in every cup of coffee brewed. We seek to understand our customers’ future needs and translate these into innovative solutions that ensure the coffee they pour is a taste sensation, every time.                

                Get to know our full story
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        All the coffee

machine innovations

making headlines

    


    





    
        
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                                                    

                                
                                    UNIC Stella EPIC to be Featured at the SCA EXPO 2024

                                
                                
                                    
                                        News 03.04.24                                    

                                    
                                        Don't miss this opportunity to see it in action at the UNIC Booth #2027 during S [...]                                    

                                    
                                        Read More
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                                                    

                                
                                    UNIC is proud to exhibit at the 2024 SCA Coffee Expo

                                
                                
                                    
                                        News 03.01.24                                    

                                    
                                        SCA Coffee Expo from April 12 to 14 in Chicago                                    

                                    
                                        Read More
                                    

                                

                            

                        
                    

                

                
                
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                                                    

                                
                                    The Tango XP embarks on its American roadshow

                                
                                
                                    
                                        News 01.30.24                                    

                                    
                                        Checkout the full roadshow program and get registered                                    
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        What our customers say

    


    







 

    
        
            
                                    
                        
                            Unic, more than a supplier, is a partner who listens to our barista requirements, to c[...]

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Julien Blaudeau

                                    Owner roaster, Le café qui fume (France)

                                

                            

                        

                    


                                   
                        
                            At Coupa Cafe, we exclusively use Unic Espresso Machines to deliver caffeine and fuel [...]

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Jean Paul Coupal

                                    Coupa Cafe (USA)

                                

                            

                        

                    


                                   
                        
                            UNIC is a robust and reliable brand of coffee machines, a brand at the service of coff[...]

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Jean-François Torre

                                    Owner Roaster, Cafés indien (France)

                                

                            

                        

                    


                                   
                        
                            "We’ve absolutely loved having the UNIC Stella Epic in our shop and really appreciat[...]

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Kristen Boyd

                                    Owner , Window Seat Coffee (USA)

                                

                            

                        

                    


                                   
                        
                            We have been working with Unic since day 1. We first opened our first location back in[...]

                            
                                
                                    
                                

                                
                                    Tony Vo

                                    Owner , Waterbean Coffee (USA)
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			Don’t hesitate any longer, choose the UNIC experience for your coffee. Contact us for more information.

CONTACT US


		

	











	
		
		
			

		
	






 











 

	


	
	




    
        
            
                
                                            
                                        

                NEED SOME HELP ?

                Contact us

                ASK A QUESTION
            

        

        
            
                
                                            
                                        

                CUSTOMER SERVICE

                + 33 (0)492  086 260

From Monday to Friday

                MORE INFORMATIONS
            

        

        
            
                
                                            
                                        

                FAQ

                More details about the questions frequently asked

                SEE FAQ
            

        

    




	
        
        
            
                UNIC leverages traditional know-how in the design and manufacture of the elements that constitute an espresso machine, making us the number one French expert coffee machine makers. We are renowned for the quality and reliability of our products, achieved through uncompromising material and technology choices.

Our constant quest for innovation keeps us at the cutting edge of espresso maker development. We hold numerous patents for proprietary technology that make us one of the respected coffee machine manufacturers in the industry.

Every one of our professional-grade coffee machines is both a triumph of technology and a work of art. Millions of cups of coffee are brewed every day using our best-in-class machines that ensure each one is a moment to be savored.                
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